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SQUIRT ®
36 1/2” x 18 1/2” x 7/16”
Up to 90 lbs.
Skimboard designed for 
beginners and kids. Ideal to
sand skim where the water 
breaks along the shoreline.

DIAMOND ®
40 1/2” x 19 5/8” x 3/8”
Up to 110 lbs.
Our #1 best selling beginner
skimboard. Sand skimming
where the water breaks at the 
shoreline. Added balance
and stability. Self-correcting
diamond tip tail.

EDGE ®
42” x 18 1/2” x 1/2”
Up to 130 lbs.
Intermediate board for 
advancing riders. Sand 
skimming and light wave 
riding, making a fun board for 
trick riding at the shoreline.

RIP ®
44” x 18 1/2” x 1/2”
Up to 145 lbs.
Performance shape. Expect
long lines, long glides, 
responsive wave riding and
smooth sand skimming. 
The choice for advancing 
riders or older beginners.

DART ®
41” x 18” x 3/4”
Up to 145 lbs.
Performance grom shape. 
Thick core. WarpTex textured 
deck. Sand skimming and 
wave riding for the athletic 
beginner or to light weight 
experienced rider.

SURGE ®
46” x 19 1/2” x 1/2”
Up to 160 lbs.
Volume shape for fl oat and lift. 
Smooth wraps and responsive 
turns. Wave riding and shoreline 
skimming. For the experienced
rider or older beginner.

GLIDE ®
48” x 19 1/2” x 5/8”
Up to 170 lbs.
Thicker buoyant core and 
a leveled mid-section 
for long glides and lines. 
Skilled wave riding and 
maneuverability. For 
the experienced rider or 
lightweight advanced rider. 
A top selling board shape!

A full
range

of boards
for

every rider
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CLASSIC FISH ®
48” x 21” x 5/8”
Up to 200 lbs.
Classic fi sh tail skimboard.  
Buoyant and stable. Broad shape for 
more board under foot. Responsive 
bite and control. Pulls performance 
out of small waves. Ideal for mushy
conditions and liners.

FISH HOOK ®
51 1/2” x 20 3/4” x 5/8”
Up to 200 lbs.
High performance fi sh tail
with side wings for sensitivity.  
Buoyant and maneuverable. 
Smooth at multiple angles
and with varied stances.

EQUALIZER
51 1/2” x 19 3/4” x 5/8”
Up to 200 lbs.
A true twin shape.  
Balanced shape with
mirror image nose and tail. 
Seamless transitions allowing 
for limitless trick potential.

SQUASH ®
3 Sizes- 51”; 53”; 55” 
core 5/8” 
Up to 200 lbs.
The lift, release, and pivot of 
a surfboard style ride. Fast and 
consistent speed even in 
slow areas. Tail has more bite
 for abrupt pivots and turns. 

FLY ® 
4 sizes- 49”; 51”; 53”; 55” core 5/8”
No weight limit
Advanced skimboard shape wih rail channels 
for quick grab during airs and tactile thumb 
grooves at the tail for targeted focus. 
Long lines, smooth wraps. Balanced and 
consistent with all stances. Planes so fast the 
rider feels like they’re fl ying.

SLASH ®
4 sizes- 50”; 52”; 54”; 56”  core 3/4”
No weight limit
Thick core for buoyant fl oat.  Hard step rails 
that knife into the water easily.  This lets the 
water abruptly release from the board’s rails to 
plane faster and turn quicker. Expect smooth 
wraps, boosted lift, and quick spins. 

BOLT ®
3 sizes- 53”; 55”; 57” core 3/4”
No weight limit
Thick & buoyant body, nose tapered to 5/8”  
for maneuverability. Precision engineered 
for fast wraps, turns, and boosted airs. Deck 
thumb channel at the rail for quick grab and 
release.

CLASSIC FISH ®CLASSIC FISH ®
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bite and control. Pulls performance bite and control. Pulls performance 
out of small waves. Ideal for mushyout of small waves. Ideal for mushy
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GT ®
4 sizes- 50”; 51”; 52”; 53” 
core 5/8”
No weight limit
High performance shape. Upgraded premium surfboard 
warp glass and Silmar resin with gloss deck fi nish.  

Clean white deck with signature logo. Resin Art bottom color 
mixes carbon reinforcements at the nose and tail.

Fast and light. Responsive and intense. Accelerated spins, 
wraps, glides, and airs. A true pro level performance board.

 Carbon reinenforced nose and tail for added durability and 
impact resistance.

STX ®
4 sizes- 50”; 52”; 54”; 56”
core 3/4”
No weight limit
The exceptional fl oat and driven 
performance of the WZ Slash 
shape upgraded with the addition 
of a Silmar resin and WarpTex 
textured deck for matte fi nish 
and universal grip.

Hydro ®
4 sizes- 50”; 51”; 52”; 53”
core 5/8”
No weight limit
High performance shape. Expect sensitivity, 
superior speed, lift, and fast wraps. Pro level 
performance. Premium surfboard warp glass 
and silmar resin. RTM lamination. Ultra light 
and ultra strong. Gloss deck. Color infused 
resin art on deck and bottom.

Hydro Tech ®
4 sizes- 50”; 51”; 52”; 53” 
core 5/8”
No weight limit
The Hydro premium shape, glassing, and 
resin art deck. Add a digitally printed tech art 
bottom with a high speed gloss seal.
(Assorted bottom graphic inlays). 



McFARLAND PRO ®
53” x 20 3/8” x 5/8”
No weight limit
Streamlined shape for speed. Concave 
bottom for power and thrust to maintain 
drive through the waves. Full carbon 
deck and bottom for added stiffness and 
distance.  Smooth glides, lines, wraps 
and spins. Color infused resin art.

BARKER PRO ®
53” x 19 7/8“ x 3/4”
No weight limit
Core tapered to 5/8“ thick at the nose
for a lighter feel to the nose, giving lift in 
waves and fast manuevers. Thumb channel 
at rail for quick grab and release during airs 
as well as going low. Double carbon and 
stringer.  Color infused resin art.

BLADE ®
3 Sizes - 53”; 55”;  57” core 3/4”
No weight limit
Thick core or boosted lift. Nose tapered to 5/8″ 
for a light, sensitive response leading to rapid 
turns, fast spins, and smooth wraps. Slightly 
wider base for stablity. Grab rail control during 
airs and going low. Carbon deck and resin art 
color bottoms.

DECIMATE ®
4 sizes- 49”; 51”; 53” 55” core 5/8”
No Weight Limit
Buoyant shape. Thumb channels for quick 
grab when boosting airs. Tactile thumb grooves 
at the tail to target focus. Long lines, quick, 
smooth wraps. Balanced and consistent with 
all stances. Planes smoothly. Fast responsive 
maneuvers and intense wraps. Long glides and 
lines. Carbon deck and resin art color bottoms.

STEALTH ®
3 sizes- 51”; 53”; 55” core 5/8”
No weight limit
The lift, release and pivot of a surfboard 
style ride. Expect long lines with fast, consis-
tent speed. The tail’s rounded corners give 
more bite and control with the squared end 
releasing for more pivotal and abrupt turns. 
Maintains consistent speed in slower areas. 
Carbon deck and resin art color bottoms.

SHADOW ®
4 sizes- 50”; 52”; 54” 56” core 3/4”
No weight limit
Thick core, buoyant shape. Hard step rails 
that knife into the water easily.  This lets 
the water abruptly release from the board’s 
rails to plane faster and turn quicker. Expect  
lift and kick- started speed, fast spins, and 
smooth wraps. Carbon and multiple art 
options.


